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BUGS – using FMP 19.2.2.234 on macOS 10.14.6 
 

1. Placeholder text disables field hover effects 

o Problem: There does need to be a defined order of precedence for displaying 
formats, but placeholder text should coexist with all field states.  Placeholder 
text should not negate/override hover states, which is why this is considered a 
bug.   

o Workaround: To work around this issue, every field requires a matching text 
object with a hide calc, and the field must have multiple script triggers to 
determine whether the faux placeholder text displays or not.  This unnecessarily 
clutters layouts, the objects pane, and scripts with specialized triggers.  
Alternatively, developers must choose one over the other, which, in either case, 
provides for an inferior user experience. 

o Reference: Examples going back 6 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006lw1OUSAY/ho
ver-state-attributes-dont-work-on-fields-with-placeholder-text-new-and-
old-problem  
 

2. Conditional formatting disables hover effects 

o Problem: There does need to be a defined order of precedence for displaying 
formats, but conditional formatting should coexist with all field states.  
Conditional formatting should not negate/override hover states, which is why 
this is considered a bug.   

o Workaround: There is no way to work around this issue; developers must choose 
one over the other, which provides an inferior user experience. 

o Reference: Examples going back 9 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyUMQAY/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy52QAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h92ElSAI/cond
itional-formatting-with-hover-property  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezM02SAE/ho
ver-state-is-not-respected-when-conditional-formatting-is-applied  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w00005Fc9GhCAJ/mo
use-hover-propriety-is-not-applied-if-there-is-a-conditional-formatting-
with-fill-color  
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3. Web viewer flashes when unloading 

o Problem: The web viewer object flashes on the layout when it is being “off 
loaded” by closing a window or switching layouts.  The “on loading” flash 
appears to have been addressed in 19.1.3.  It would help if a web viewer could 
render transparently (no fill). 

o Workaround: There is no reliable way to work around this issue. 

o Reference: Examples going back 2 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006lu0ctSAA/why-
does-the-web-viewer-load-with-a-white-background  
 

4. Locked Toolbars can still be opened on Mac 

o Problem: When the toolbar has been programmatically hidden and locked, users 
can still open it on a Mac by right-clicking next to the window name.  Many 
developers are unaware of this issue, which poses security risks if they have not 
appropriately secured their layouts, scripts, and custom menus.   

o Workaround: To work around this issue, it’s possible to use the 
OnLayoutSizeChange layout trigger to reinvoke the Hide/Lock script step when 
this is being exploited, but this is less than ideal.  Some plugins are also capable 
of preventing this behavior, but most developers cannot use plugins in their 
solutions. 

o Reference: From MBS … 

§ https://www.mbs-plugins.com/archive/2020-10-
07/Toolbar_Security_in_FileMaker/monkeybreadsoftware_blog_filemaker  
 

5. Tooltip and cursor behaviors incorrectly display from underlying window 

o Problem: When certain windows, such as the Script Workspace, are open over a 
layout that contains buttons and/or tooltips, the cursor will change to a hand 
over the buttons, and the tooltips display over the script, even though the script 
window is active and on top of the layout, which is distracting and confusing. 

o Workaround: To work around this issue, you must move either the script 
window or underlaying layout. 

o Reference: Examples going back 5 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w0000580MCaCAM/t
ooltips-overlay-card-windows  
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6. Container alignment changes with sample data 

o Problem: In layout mode, with sample data turned on, the Claris image inside an 
empty container field does not respond to alignment changes using the 
Inspector.  However, once you switch to browse mode, the realignment does 
take effect.  I reported this bug during ETS prior to the release of 19, so it’s 
disappointing that it still hasn’t been addressed. 

o Workaround: To work around this issue, you must disable sample data, as the 
field name behaves correctly and immediately responds to alignment changes. 

o Reference: Screen recording … 

§ https://wbproductions.box.com/s/qzenub30iyz27crto4mtymrw0bsfzxn2  
 

7. Script Workspace coordination with Data Viewer 

o Problem: With multiple files and their respective Script Workspaces open, 
selecting the Script Workspace window does not correctly update the Data 
Viewer’s scope.  This is confusing when it appears that a calculation is not 
working in the Data Viewer, when, in reality, it just isn’t referencing the same file 
that is active in the Script Workspace.  

o Workaround: To work around this issue, you must always select a layout window 
from the other file prior to Script Workspaces. 

o Reference: Screen recording … 

§ https://wbproductions.box.com/s/yuwekkkghnwsk36t39qmd6zv6f2tic5l  
 

8. Renaming custom functions in open scripts 

o Problem: Changing the name of a custom function does not automatically 
update in an open script the same way that renamed tables and fields 
immediately change.  I reported this bug during ETS prior to the release of 19 
(also in earlier versions), so it’s disappointing that it still hasn’t been addressed. 

o Workaround: To work around this issue, you must refresh the script by switching 
to a different one and then back.  
 

9. Opening a Snapshot when FileMaker is closed also opens the Favorites window 

o Problem: If the FileMaker app is closed when a user double-clicks an .fmpsl 
Snapshot file, FileMaker still opens the Favorites window, which shouldn’t occur. 

o Workaround: There is no way to work around this issue.  Users must manually 
close the Favorites window every time.  
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10. Pasting script steps to the first line 

o Problem: In a non-empty script, it’s impossible to paste script steps on line 1.  If 
you select the first line of the script, the pasted lines appear starting on line 2 
instead of line 1. 

o Workaround: As far as I know, there is no way to work around this issue.  Users 
must manually move the original line 1 script step below the newly pasted ones.  
The only time you can paste onto line 1 is in an empty script with 0 lines.  
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FEATURE REQUESTS 
 

1. A way to provide updates, especially pertaining to vertical market solutions 

o Description: The SUT, coupled with the DMT, could potentially solve this, but 
there’s more work to be done.  The SUT still lacks the ability to 
add/delete/replace any element, and the DMT lacks the ability to update 
“global” developer tables, for instance.  A fix for the latter might be if the DMT 
worked with non-clone files and provided a way to ignore specific tables from 
migration.   
 
This has been a feature request since the beginning of the FileMaker platform, so 
we really wish more time could be devoted to perfecting a fully functional app 
updating solution. 

o Reference: Examples going back 13 years …  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fxzwQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fz3zQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fzDQQAY/detail 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0873w000001DZZ6AAO/detail 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0873w000001QAp6AAG/detail 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fxz4QAA/detail 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezMgkSAE/up
grading-a-solution 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8wIGSAY/ho
w-to-update-a-filemaker-solution 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h9AEuSAM/up
date-existing-solution 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h91ySSAQ/up
dating-solutions-for-clients 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezTyXSAU/bes
t-way-to-update-a-solution 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8spdSAA/upd
ating-a-solution-nonseperation-model 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h90qiSAA/best
-practice-for-updating-a-fm-solution  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D73w000006V3f8/solutio
n-upgrade-tool-any-update-ahead  
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2. A way to embed fonts to create a more unified experience across all platforms 

o Description: Ensuring that users have the correct font installed is very 
cumbersome and inelegant, so we wish there was a way to include them in files. 

o Reference: Examples going back 9 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fySfQAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fz10QAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fycUQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezZeTSAU/em
beded-fonts-in-file  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8vODSAY/em
bedding-fonts-in-a-standalone-solution  
 

3. A way to visually indicate more data in a field than is currently showing 

o Description: A frequent user complaint used to be seeing a scrollbar on every 
field, which was distracting from the data and made for an ugly interface.  We’re 
now able to hide the scrollbar until the field is active or only while scrolling, but 
now the complaint is that users can’t tell if they need to click into the field to see 
more text or not. 
 
Because users can modify text stylings (size, font, etc) and auto-sizing fields vary 
what’s displayed as a layout is resized, a simple character counting calc with 
objects having hide conditions is insufficient.  If FileMaker knows how/when to 
display the scrollbar for any given field, then it already knows whether there’s 
more text.  We want to err on the side of a clean interface, so we wish it were 
possible to inform users that there’s more text in a field than they’re currently 
seeing.   

o Reference: Examples going back 6 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy5GQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy81QAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dsmqtSAA/wa
y-to-alert-user-if-text-is-truncated-by-field-size  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8yzcSAA/sho
wing-the-user-that-field-content-is-being-truncated  
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4. A way to disable script triggers 

o Description: Script triggers are great when they run as expected, but they can 
wreak havoc if they run when you don’t expect it.  The Script Debugger is already 
capable of disabling script triggers, so it makes sense that this should be 
extended to a script step like Set Error Capture and Set Allow User Abort. 
 
Currently, developers are relying on setting boolean global variables in scripts 
that then get checked at the beginning of every trigger script to determine 
whether it should continue or not.  This adds unnecessary overhead, presents a 
security risk with the use of the global variable, and could lead to undesirable 
behavior if the boolean is mistakenly not reset at the end.  For these reasons, we 
wish there was a way to programmatically enable/disable script triggers to give 
developers more control over their scripts. 

o Reference: Examples going back 12 years … 

§ https://fmforums.com/topic/64417-disable-script-triggers/  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy2SQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h982WSAQ/ca
n-script-triggers-be-disabled-from-within-a-script  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dskqtSAA/disa
ble-script-triggers-when-running-a-script  
 

5. A way to apply opacity to text objects 

o Description: For fields, in the Inspector, you can set the opacity for the selected 
color, but the same is not true for text.  For aesthetic purposes, we wish text 
objects also had opacity controls. 

o Reference: Examples going back 8 years …  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h914a/why-
cant-we-apply-opacity-settings-to-text-elements  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8nVKSAY/any
-way-to-set-text-opacity-in-filemaker-12  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8ybZSAQ/is-
it-possible-to-set-transparency-with-type-color  
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6. A way to scroll in non-browsable fields 

o Description: Developers frequently want to present “read-only” versions of 
fields, but there’s not an easy way to do this because unchecking browse mode 
field entry via the Inspector means users can’t click into the field to read/scroll 
through the full text. 
 
These read-only versions are only meant to prevent accidental changes on 
specific layouts and are not intended to replace Record Level Access.  RLA could 
be used by setting boolean global variable edit flags, but that poses its own 
security risk and introduces more problems for other processes. 
 
The other workarounds include adding tooltips, layering fields, using web 
viewers, or creating duplicate calculation fields, but none of those are ideal, 
which is why we wish there was a simple, clean way for users to access the full 
content of a field yet not be able to edit it. 

o Reference: Examples going back 12 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyTwQAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fzBKQAY/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyKkQAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy7bQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0873w000001LyV5AAK/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8ltmSAA/rea
d-only-or-noneditable-by-user-text-field-with-scroll-formatted  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8odsSAA/scr
oll-bar-for-read-only-textbox  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h993ASAQ/ma
king-specific-fields-read-only  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8psGSAQ/pre
vent-data-edited-but-allow-scroll-bar  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezQKoSAM/scr
olling-a-related-field-that-has-the-allow-field-to-be-entered-in-browse-
mode-unchecked  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8psASAQ/not
es-text-field-w-vertical-scroll-bar-noneditable-doesnt-scroll  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8z1bSAA/ple
ase-fix-the-scrolling-text-fields  
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7. A way to set tab orders on complex layouts 

o Description: It’s difficult setting the tab order in modern solutions with so many 
objects stacked on top of each other.  We currently have to deconstruct each 
layout to gain access to the arrows and then need to piece them all back 
together.  Ideally, the objects pane could be used to more easily specify the tab 
order as well as provide navigation through the different layers, slides, tabs, etc.   
 
Additionally, we could benefit from a “Go to Next Object” script step that would 
move to the next object in the tab order, unlike “Go to Next Field,” which 
specifically only goes to fields and nothing else in the tab order.  For these 
reasons, we wish it were easier to create tab orders and navigate to them later. 

o Reference: Examples going back 5 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyVVQAY/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0873w000001DZXzAAO/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fzC5QAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fzARQAY/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0873w000001LyTsAAK/detail  
 

8. A way to display rounded fields without square highlights 

o Description: On fields with corner radius settings, the rounded edges display 
correctly in browse mode, and the hover color appropriately fills the shape, but 
the active field displays square borders.  For aesthetic purposes, we wish a field’s 
color only filled the curved shape when clicked in. 

o Reference: 
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9. A way to customize scrollbars 

o Description: Pretty much every aspect of a layout can be customized and 
themed except for the scrollbar.  This issue has become more apparent with the 
advent of dark mode where white scrollbars ruin the overall intention and trying 
to re-theme an entire solution makes for a colossal task.   
 
For aesthetic purposes, we wish we had full control over every element of the 
scrollbar including color, highlights, accents, background, opacity, width, etc for 
windows, portals, fields, etc. 

o Reference: Examples going back 12 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0873w000001LyZzAAK/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyZBQAY/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyZBQAY/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0873w000001QAubAAG/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h9CmG/how-
do-i-control-the-colour-of-the-scroll-bar-in-a-portal-or-text-field  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w000054LTNgCAO/ho
w-do-you-set-the-color-of-a-portal-scrollbar  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006tgafk/barely-
visible-scroll-bars-using-enlightened-theme  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezNWGSA2/pr
oblem-with-color-of-a-scroll-bar  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w00005DQuYDCA1/is-
it-possible-to-format-the-size-of-scroll-bars  
 

10. A way to add calculatable text to all buttons 

o Description: Legacy button and popover objects do not have calculatable text 
like button bar objects.  Button bars are great, but they carry some overhead to 
setup, and it’s time consuming replacing every legacy button with a single-
segment button bar, which is usually overkill.  To save developers time and add 
flexibility to solutions, we wish all button objects had text that could be 
programmed. 

o Reference: Examples going back 5 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyRhQAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h9Lf0SAE/cha
nging-single-button-or-popover-to-button-bar  
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11. A way to set the “change cursor to hand” option on popovers 

o Description: Despite being a “button,” popovers do not have the same “change 
cursor to hand over button” option.  Currently, a “fake” button must be placed 
over the popover, which then goes to the named popover object to open it, 
which adds unnecessary clutter.  For design consistency and simplicity, we wish 
popovers had the same options as normal buttons.   

o Reference: Examples going back 7 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyNsQAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fz4eQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8tOeSAI/han
d-cursor-on-popover-button  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8w9hSAA/ha
nd-cursor-on-popover-button  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8qKwSAI/pop
ver-button-change-to-hand  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8wasSAA/cha
nge-to-hand-cursor-over-button-not-available  
 

12. A way to undock the Field/Objects/Add-Ons sidebar pane 

o Description: Unlike the Inspector pane, which can be opened as a separate 
window, the left sidebar cannot.  While it is sometimes convenient to have both 
docked on the sides, it’s usually more of an annoyance and causes unnecessary 
mouse movements and confusion. 
 
From the screen recording below, you can see how easy it is to lose context of 
what you were looking at when switching into layout mode due to the shift.  
Likewise, on smaller layouts, the docked sidebars require scrolling to be usable.  
For these reasons, we wish the left sidebar could be opened as a floating palette 
like the Inspector pane.  

o Reference: Screen recording and examples going back 3 years … 

§ https://wbproductions.box.com/s/okrfr8sxrvdvoiifmycg7xoevjygmq0z  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fzDpQAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezc06SAA/layo
ut-mode-side-panes-vs-stand-alone-floating-windows  
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13. A way to improve the use of dark mode 

o Description: As an increasing number of users embrace dark mode, we wish 
FileMaker provided better support for working in that environment.  Specifically:  

§ The FileMaker app should not require restarting to fully transition 
between the two display modes, as this hampers productivity, 

§ The Syntax Coloring options in the Script Workspace Preferences should 
maintain separate colors depending on the display mode, as this also 
hampers productivity having to manually change them, and 

§ Themes should have the ability to dynamically switch on a layout to 
accommodate the different display modes because maintaining multiple 
layouts in large solutions is not possible. 

o Reference: Examples going back 5 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyPlQAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fypkQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0873w000001QB2VAAW/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000kAuAQAU/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007xlE9HSAU/file
maker-19-dark-mode-and-semantic-colors  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007xj9ZHSAY/dark
-mode-seems-completely-unusable  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w00005FbSWiCAN/iss
ues-with-dark-and-light-mode-changing-whilst-using-filemaker  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w00005MHy4ACAT/sc
ript-syntax-coloring-in-dark-mode-light-mode  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007JGIm1SAH/wh
y-is-the-relationship-graph-area-not-dark-mode-all-other-places-are  
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14. A way to open Snapshots and use Saved Finds with locked toolbars 

o Description: The current explanation from Claris regarding this behavior is that 
it’s somehow linked to security, but that doesn’t really make sense.   If a user has 
privileges to perform a find, then what prevents them from recreating a Saved 
Find?  Wouldn’t they be denied from seeing any records they didn’t have 
privileges to access?  Likewise, isn’t a user opening a Snapshot with specific 
privileges denied access to layouts and records with the toolbar unlocked?  Why 
would this behave differently with them locked?  For these reasons, we wish that 
Saved Finds and Snapshots worked regardless of the state of the toolbars.  

o Reference: Examples going back 11 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ds5TsSAI/send
-as-snapshot-link-status-bar-issue  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dt43GSAQ/sna
pshot-link-help  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dsiddSAA/sna
pshot-link-error-with-locked-toolbar    

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezLcHSAU/sna
pshot-link-errors-with-locked-toolbar  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezF9MSAU/sa
ved-finds-not-able-to-recall-recentsaved-finds-when-status-bar-is-off-
and-locked  

 

15. A way to upload files into multiple folders on the server simultaneously  

o Description: When using Upload to Host in FMP, you can only select a single 
folder, but we frequently need to upload different sets of files into different 
folders.  Currently, once the files are uploaded, there’s only a Done button, 
which means we must exit the prompt, select Upload to Host from the menu 
again, reselect the host, renter authentication, and select the new folder before 
continuing.  To save developers time, we wish files could be uploaded into 
multiple folders at the same time and that we could continue the process of 
uploading to hosts without having to leave this window. 
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16. A way to exchange data between the client and server more easily 

o Description: Developers need an easier way to fully recreate the context of 
found sets to make the most use of PSOS.  This could be some kind of internal 
Snapshot that references a layout, a set of records, and their sort order to more 
quickly and completely sync the client and server environments.  This issue is 
currently hindered in a number of ways, but the script parameter character limit 
is especially problematic.  Additionally, the PSOS script step lacks parity with 
local scripts in regards to the passing of formatted text via the Exit Script step.  
For these reasons, we wish there were more robust ways of transferring data 
between the server and client. 

o Reference: Examples going back 7 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyaQQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyOmQAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fz8dQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezITcSAM/perf
orm-script-on-server-not-applying-text-formatting  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezMG1SAM/p
sos-exit-script-does-not-maintain-text-formatting-in-parameter  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezadA/getfoun
dgroup-a-method-of-passing-a-group-of-records-to-psos  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w00005FcRHHCA3/wh
ats-the-best-method-to-pass-a-list-of-uuids-to-a-psos-script 

 

17. A way to display related data in a grid 

o Description: Portals are great at what they do, but they lack the ability to display 
data horizontally (i.e., an “n x 1” table) or in any grid (i.e., an “n x m” table), even 
though it has always been the top voted idea.  To present related data in a way 
that users want to see it, we wish portals had more flexibility to display using 
both columns and rows. 

o Reference: Examples going back 11 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezOIuSAM/hor
izontal-portal-effect-dynamically-select-the-first-portal  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dsn3ASAQ/ma
king-a-grid-of-photos  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy7gQAA/detail  
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18. Updates to the application windows 

o Description: The various “Manage” windows (i.e., Databases, Custom Functions, 
Value Lists, Layouts, Scripts) could benefit from additional information and 
functionality.  Specifically, we wish for the following: 

§ all windows remembered column widths, 

§ scripts and calcs could be searched to perform find/replace operations, 

§ the Script Workspace displayed script IDs, 

§ the TOG allowed for filtering and searching, 

§ the TOG displayed badges for creation, delete, and sort options, 

§ Manage Layouts displayed layout IDs and themes, and 

§ Manage Databases displayed the BaseTableIDs (currently only obtainable 
via an XML DDR). 

Some plugins address these shortfalls, but most developers can’t use plugins. 

o Reference: Examples going back 10 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy5fQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fz2NQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyG9QAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyAGQAY/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyvMQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy7oQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fz2XQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy7XQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy2lQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyh4QAA/detail  
https://www.monkeybreadsoftware.com/filemaker/  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H0000785CgKSAU/is-
there-a-way-to-replace-a-field-in-a-script  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006luFvgSAE/how
-can-you-find-and-replace-code-within-a-script  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezWDQSA2/fin
d-and-replace-in-scripts 

§ https://www.dracoventions.com/products/2empowerFM/family/develop
er.php  
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19. A way to view compatibility of script steps for different versions of FileMaker 

o Description: There’s currently no way to cross-reference the compatibility of 
script steps across different versions of FileMaker, only “by product,” within the 
Scripts Workspace.  It’s also still problematic that the default “minimum version 
allowed” is set to “12” for new files when there’s no clear way to see how that 
impacts scripts.  To help protect users from unintentionally adding incompatible 
script steps, we wish there was a way to view compatibility across versions. 

o Reference: Examples going back 5 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyWOQAY/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007zC9AbSAK/que
stions-about-compatibility  
 

20. A way to sort Favorites in the Hosts window 

o Description: In the Hosts dialog, the list of Favorites on the left appear in 
creation order and cannot be sorted any other way.  To help users who 
frequently connect to a lot of different servers, we wish there was a way to 
reorder the favorites, as well as a way to designate one as the default. 

o Reference: Examples going back 4 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyyQQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0873w000001LyUHAA0/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyyQQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyJrQAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dsmLqSAI/fmp
a-17-hosts-dialogue-cant-sort-drag-etc  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezcCiSAI/launc
h-center-sorting-or-custom-order  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dsjp2SAA/host
-dialogue-window-the-twelve-year-struggle  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007PKBkUSAX/un
able-to-organise-my-favorite-hosts  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w00005IO7cnCAD/edi
ting-the-hosts-list  
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21. A way to list and filter Favorites in the Favorites window 

o Description: In the Favorites window, files only appear as large icons, which is 
not always ideal.  The icons can be reordered, but it’s usually easier and faster 
finding a file from a list, especially if there’s a way to filter it.   
 
Additionally, each Favorite displays the server’s .local name below the icon 
instead of the Host’s name from which it was added.  This is especially confusing 
when multiple servers have the same .local name and are hosting files with the 
same name, thus making it impossible to differentiate between icons.  For these 
reasons, we wish the Favorites window could display a filterable list of Favorites 
and that the file’s Host name was included. 

o Reference: Examples going back 2 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0873w000001LyUHAA0/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007uswehSAA/fav
orites-hostname-issue-persists  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007XeES6SAN/file
maker-clients-incorrectly-preferring-the-local-domain-hostname-over-
fqdn-when-connecting-to-filemaker-server-on-local-network  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006jF5aiSAC/filem
aker-server-17-host-name-issues  
 

22. A way to drag and drop files into Developer Utilities 

o Description: The Developer Utilities window lacks the ability to drag and drop 
files similar to Upload to Host.  To save developers time and headaches having to 
navigate through different folders, we wish files could instead be dragged and 
dropped into the interface. 

o Reference: Examples going back 6 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyIPQAY/detail  
 

23. A way to use XSLT 2.0+ 

o Description: FileMaker’s XML parser is very old and therefore limiting in modern 
workflows.  While JSON is increasing in popularity, XML isn’t going away, but it is 
becoming more difficult to work with, thus we wish FileMaker supported newer 
versions of XSLT. 

o Reference: Examples going back 6 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fybJQAQ/detail  
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24. A way to script OAuth account creation 

o Description: Modern solutions have fully scripted account management to 
provide simple, clean, and consistent user interfaces.  The new “Manage 
accounts that don’t have Full Access” privilege set is a great feature, but it’s still 
not appropriate in many apps.  For these reasons, we wish there was a way to 
create OAuth accounts like local ones via scripting. 

o Reference: Examples going back 4 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyWUQAY/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h9EazSAE/add
-account-missing-oauth-users  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h9FAxSAM/ad
d-account-and-oauth  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007benJwSAI/add
-account-scrip-step-still-does-not-support-external-authentication-
accounts-in-19  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007benJwSAI/add
-account-scrip-step-still-does-not-support-external-authentication-
accounts-in-19  
 

25. A way to trigger scripts based on mouseover 

o Description: There’s not a way to trigger a script to run by moving the cursor 
over an object, which is a common request.  For this reason, we wish there were 
triggers such as OnObjectCursorEnter and OnObjectCursorExit that could run a 
script when the mouse is moved over an object. 

o Reference: Examples from 12 years ago … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezQ6LSAU/hov
er-button-for-a-filemaker-solution  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dseRLSAY/on
mouseover-popup  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezQwbSAE/on
mouseover-dynamics-and-dhtmllike-drop-down-menuing-in-fmp-10  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyGxQAI/detail  
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26. A way to get a card window’s onscreen coordinates 

o Description: The Get(WindowTop) and Get(WindowLeft) functions return 
different values depending on the type of window, which is inconsistent and 
problematic.  Specifically for card windows, they return the position relative to 
the parent, and there’s no way to get the parent window’s position, so there’s 
no 100% reliable way to center a dialog window over a card.    
 
For the reasons above, we wish there were functions to get the actual Top and 
Left positions of a card window so that another window could be centered over 
it, regardless of how it’s positioned relative to its parent. 

o Reference: Examples going back 3 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dskW0SAI/inc
orrect-getwindowtop-and-getwindowleft-with-cards  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006jIhLVSA0/prob
lem-with-card-dialogue-and-secondary-monitor  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w00005HkMbcCAF/ho
w-to-get-card-window-to-appear-over-a-field  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezaWgSAI/car
d-layout-with-a-dialog-popup  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w00005Dlc8ZCAR/ho
w-do-you-center-a-dialog-window-over-a-card-window  
 

27. A way to programmatically sort tables and portals by any combination of fields 

o Description: To create more modular scripts using indirection, and to create a 
better functioning user interface, we wish there was a way to dynamically set 
the sort for tables and portals. 

o Reference: Examples going back 6 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyneQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy2RQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyErQAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000kAOfQAM/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h91EQSAY/dy
namic-portal-sorting  
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28. A way to reference one layout from another layout 

o Description: There’s no way to create something equivalent to a header or 
footer layout that can be referenced by other layouts.  One option could be 
adding a “Layout” part in Part Definitions that would link to a calculatable layout.  
Another idea is the ability to view one layout within a different layout, similar in 
functionality to FileMaker’s portal and web viewer tools or an iframe in html.   
 
This feature would allow developers to manage certain changes more easily such 
as header menus.  Currently, if something in the header changes by 1 pixel, it 
must be updated across possibly hundreds of layouts.  A more modular approach 
would be making the change to one layout that would then ripple across all 
others that referenced it.  For these reasons, we wish it were possible to view 
one layout from another one. 

o Reference: Examples going back 6 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy7JQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000STSeQAO/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fz0lQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyXBQAY/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy0GQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0873w000001LycKAAS/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezaWgSAI/car
d-layout-with-a-dialog-popup  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007TQUlNSAX/can
-layout-contain-layout  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dsmqnSAA/sa
me-menu-all-layouts  

 

29. A way to prevent logging out from back/refresh buttons in WebDirect 

o Description: Users are conditioned to use web browser back and refresh 
buttons, but those immediately kick them out of WebDirect.  To improve the 
user experience and prevent inadvertent log outs, we wish WebDirect 
maintained sessions and/or did not disconnect users if they click back or refresh. 

o Reference: Examples going back 7 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyxOQAQ/detail  

## continued on next page ## 
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§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h9INCSA2/log
out-when-click-web-browsers-back-button-in-webdirect  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w000054Hs2bCAC/do-
the-new-javascript-options-in-filemaker-19-allow-us-to-override-the-
back-button-logout-issue-with-webdirect  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8suASAQ/we
bdirect-and-back-button  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezaRSSAY/bro
wser-refresh-in-webdirect 

30. A way to export Excel files directly from WebDirect 

o Description: The script step to Save Records as Excel is not compatible with 
WebDirect.  A potential workaround involves PSOS that exports the file on the 
server, reimports it into a container, and reexports it to the user, but that 
requires a lot of overhead and may not work depending on the server 
configuration, so we wish it were possible to export from WebDirect to Excel. 

o Reference: Examples going back 7 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8p95SAA/will
-we-eventually-be-able-to-export-excel-from-webdirect  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h92C0SAI/doe
s-webdirect-14-support-excel-export  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h99iDSAQ/we
bdirect-exporting-a-report-in-excel-format  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h95YoSAI/dow
nload-excel-file-of-records-in-webdirect  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dsiG3SAI/savin
g-to-excel-from-webdirect  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007NLdgFSAT/nee
d-some-help-here-please-with-webdirect-and-exporting-excel-files  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h9AqySAE/exp
ort-record-to-excel  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezLtkSAE/can-
i-export-to-xlsx-or-dbf-from-webdirect  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007xl1C2SAI/how-
do-i-export-an-excel-in-web-direct  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w000054JcdjCAC/exp
ort-excel-from-web-direct  
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31. A way to select and operate on multiple list/portal rows 

o Description: There’s no way to select multiple rows in a list or portal using 
common control, shift, and command modifiers, which is a frequent expectation 
of spreadsheet users.  Instead, rows must be individually flagged and operated 
on separately.  Additionally, users want the ability to select multiple rows and 
drag and drop all of them into a different order.  To provide a better and more 
familiar user experience, we wish it were possible to select multiple rows and 
more easily manipulate them. 

o Reference: Examples going back 12 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fy4IQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ds3zPSAQ/can
t-grasp-the-concept-of-multiselect-portal-lists  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007H4JRySAN/imp
lement-a-multiple-row-selection-on-a-portal-that-use-delfs-engineering-
better-drag-sorting  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H000072pHvZSAU/ho
w-can-i-select-more-than-one-entry-line-in-a-list  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h9217SAA/sel
ect-multiple-rows-of-a-list-view  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8sJDSAY/dra
g-to-reorder-a-list-of-records  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D53w00005GtbLWCAZ/dr
aganddrop-portal  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dtMXBSA2/po
rtal-reorder-with-drag-drop  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h95C2SAI/how
-to-reorder-manualy-a-list-interactive  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezYWFSA2/por
tal-move-lines  

 
32. A way to export custom field headings in exports 

o Description: There’s no way to export “friendly” field names, which frustrates 
users and developers alike.  There are complicated workarounds that somewhat 
achieve this, but they require a lot of overhead and are not perfect.  Without 
doubt, this is not as simple of a problem to solve as it seems, and it would 
require more discussion to get it right.   
 
## continued on next page ## 
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The “label” would need to be a calculated value for each field, so it would likely 
exist in Manage Databases.  Because it’s a calculation, contextual awareness 
could be figured out at run time, and a new function like the existing 
FieldComment would need to be created to retrieve the value.  Additionally, the 
export script steps would need updating so that users could toggle between 
either “use default field names” or “use field labels” for the header row. 
 
Users are often confused by exports that contain developer-jargon naming 
conventions, which is why we wish there was a native way to replace field names 
with friendlier aliases. 

o Reference: Examples going back 11 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fxzrQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyjfQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyq6QAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyX7QAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000XbfWQAS/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dscOgSAI/exp
ort-to-excel-and-keep-field-labels  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h970QSAQ/fie
ld-name-and-alternative-label  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dtEbNSAU/exp
ort-with-custom-field-names  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h9B28SAE/wh
y-cant-i-create-a-dummy-record-to-be-used-as-a-custom-header-for-
excel-report  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h9CqeSAE/exp
ort-csv-with-inspector-name-title  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h8tfGSAQ/csv-
export-with-custom-headings  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezQUNSA2/ex
porting-column-headers-when-some-fields-are-related  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00007xkt7BSAQ/im-
exporting-records-to-excel-but-perhaps-different-i-would-like-to-make-
the-header-row-not-populated-with-the-fmpro-field-names-but-simple-
equivalents-ie  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006h9FhSSAU/exp
ort-to-excel-column-header-includes-tablename-how-to-remove  
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33. A way to restore some of the helpful features in the admin console prior to FMS 17 

o Description: The revamped FMS Admin Console is refreshingly lightweight, and 
it’s awesome that you can now upgrade in place without losing any settings!  
However, some “pre-17” features were especially helpful that we wish could be 
reinstated, specifically the following: 

§ DASHBOARD 

• Missing “Remaining User Connections Clients” – It was helpful 
seeing the remaining connections on the dashboard at a glance 
without having to do any math. 

• Missing Errors/Warnings – It was helpful seeing recent errors and 
warnings on the dashboard the second you logged in to help 
troubleshoot issues. 

§ DATABASES 

• Missing folder structures – It was helpful seeing the physical 
breakdown of where files lived in the Databases folder on the 
server.  In some instances, we’ve resorted to using undesirable 
filenames to compensate so they group/sort together. 

• Missing multi-select – It was helpful being able to select multiple 
and non-consecutive files to run Open/Close commands on 
specific sets of databases.  Currently multi-file solutions risk 
corruption if a user attempts to open one file while you’re still 
trying to open/close the others because they must be done one at 
a time. 

• Missing functional design – Because the Databases and Clients 
areas are joined, when you scroll down a long list of databases to 
select a file, you must then scroll back to the top to view the 
related clients.  It would be helpful if the databases list had its 
own scrollbar.  

• Missing user breakdown – To fully understand the status of a 
connected client, and for troubleshooting purposes, it is helpful to 
know which databases they have open, with what user name(s), 
with what account name(s), with what privilege set(s), from what 
IP address, when they signed in to each, and from what operating 
system and client platform and version.  Some of these are still 
available as tooltips, but all of this info is useful for a live look 
without digging into any logs. 
 
## continued on next page ## 
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• Missing download notification – In previous versions, the file 
download notification was more obvious and required fewer 
clicks.  It would be helpful if the notification popped up in the 
upper-right corner for a few seconds to draw the user’s attention 
and allow them to click the download button.  Currently, the alert 
icon silently updates, which is easily missed, and the user must 
subsequently click through every prompt to download each file.   

§ BACKUPS 

• Missing auto-backup settings – The auto-backup functionality is 
great, but it’s disappointing that all settings must be modified via 
the CLI.  It’s also confusing that the dashboard reports “N/A” as 
the “Last Backup” when this default backup is disabled, even if 
other backup schedules exist.  Likewise, the “Next Backup” only 
reflects the auto-backup, which is confusing. 

• Missing “Last Run” column – The “Last Run” data is now hidden in 
the Settings button of each backup schedule, but this was useful 
to see at-a-glance without having to click on anything else. 

§ LOG VIEWER 

• Missing live log viewer – It looks like this may return in FMS 19.3, 
but I don’t have a spare server to play with the ETS version.  
Regardless, even though “better” tools exist outside of FMS to 
view logs, it was helpful being able to quickly scan them and see 
what was going on directly in the admin console. 

§ CONFIGURATION 

• Missing thresholds for notifications – It was helpful to receive 
emails for both warnings and errors, not just errors. 

o Reference: Examples going back 3 years … 

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fz5NQAQ/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fz79QAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fzArQAI/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000bnRJQAY/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fyygQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fz1mQAA/detail  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/idea/0870H000000fxyyQAA/detail  
 
## continued on next page ## 
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§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H000070eoi2SAA/fms
-17-admin-questions  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dsm5CSAQ/ad
min-console-disappointments-in-fms-17  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006dsk2LSAQ/fms
-17-autobackup  

§ https://community.claris.com/en/s/question/0D50H00006ezZm7SAE/has
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